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Galápagos giant tortoises are fascinating—and endangered. They live only on the Galápagos Islands, a
chain of volcanic islands in the Pacific Ocean off the coast of Ecuador. These tortoises face threats from
the humans who live on—and visit—the islands, as well as from Earth's warming climate. Join author
Kate Messner on an a journey to the Galápagos Islands to see these incredible creatures up close and
discover how cutting-edge technology is helping scientists to study and protect them.
An introduction to one of the most famous historical moments in war time: D-Day.
June 6, 1944: Nineteen boys from Bedford, Virginia -- population just 3,000 in 1944 -- died in the first
bloody minutes of D-Day. They were part of Company A of the 116th Regiment of the 29th Division, and
the first wave of American soldiers to hit the beaches in Normandy. Later in the campaign, three more
boys from this small Virginia town died of gunshot wounds. Twenty-two sons of Bedford lost--it is a story
one cannot easily forget and one that the families of Bedford will never forget. The Bedford Boys is the
true and intimate story of these men and the friends and families they left behind. Based on extensive
interviews with survivors and relatives, as well as diaries and letters, Kershaw's book focuses on several
remarkable individuals and families to tell one of the most poignant stories of World War II--the story of
one small American town that went to war and died on Omaha Beach.
Ranger, the time-traveling golden retriever with search-and-rescue training, finds himself in 1912... on
board the Titanic!
D-Day Invasion
I Survived the Battle of D-Day, 1944
Normandy
I Survived the Battle of D-Day, 1944 (I Survived #18)
The Planning, the Landings, the Battles
DK Readers L4: D-Day Landings
'Neptune', 'Overlord' and the Battle of Normandy - 75th Anniversary Edition: Insights into how science,
technology and engineering made the Normandy invasion possible
Stephen E. Ambrose’s D-Day is the definitive history of World War II’s most pivotal
battle, a day that changed the course of history. D-Day is the epic story of men at the
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most demanding moment of their lives, when the horrors, complexities, and triumphs of
life are laid bare. Distinguished historian Stephen E. Ambrose portrays the faces of
courage and heroism, fear and determination—what Eisenhower called “the fury of an
aroused democracy”—that shaped the victory of the citizen soldiers whom Hitler had
disparaged. Drawing on more than 1,400 interviews with American, British, Canadian,
French, and German veterans, Ambrose reveals how the original plans for the invasion had
to be abandoned, and how enlisted men and junior officers acted on their own initiative
when they realized that nothing was as they were told it would be. The action begins at
midnight, June 5/6, when the first British and American airborne troops jumped into
France. It ends at midnight June 6/7. Focusing on those pivotal twenty-four hours, it
moves from the level of Supreme Commander to that of a French child, from General Omar
Bradley to an American paratrooper, from Field Marshal Montgomery to a German sergeant.
Ambrose’s D-Day is the finest account of one of our history’s most important days.
The experiences and achievements of the United States land, sea and air forces on 6 June
1944 and the weeks following have been deservedly well chronicled. Omaha Beach saw the
fiercest fighting of the whole OVERLORD invasion and the opposition faced in the US
sector shocked commanders and men at all levels. The outcome was in the balance and,
thanks to the courage and determination shown by the attackers, game-changing failure was
narrowly averted.This superb Images of War book examines, using contemporary and modern
images and maps, the course of the campaign and its implication for both the American
troops and the civilian population of the battlezone.These revealing images, both color
and black and white, are enhanced by full captions and the author’s thoroughly researched
text.The result is a graphic reminder of the liberation of Northern France and the
extraordinary sacrifice made by men not just of the United States military but the other
Allied nations.
A Traveller’s Guide to D-Day and the Battle for Normandy covers the period from June to
August 1944 when the Allies stormed ashore, fought their way through the bocage country
of Normandy, and eventually broke out through the Avranches gap. This title gives
comprehensive information about: • Major battles and battlefields • Memorials, sites,
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cemeteries, and statues • How to get there; what to see • Contemporary eyewitness
accounts • Then-and-now photographs and maps The guide helps us understand what it was
like to have endured the ordeal of combat. Through their own words, we learn the feelings
of those young men and women of many nationalities who fought and died. What were their
private thoughts and fears? Their personal memories? Contemporary eyewitness accounts are
woven into the fabric of this book, which has immediacy and vividness that marks a new
departure in guidebooks.
This title examines the invasion of Normandy during World War II, focusing on the
planning, the equipment, and the brave soldiers who ensured an Allied victory. Compelling
narrative text and well-chosen historical photographs and primary sources make this book
perfect for report writing. Features include a glossary, a selected bibliography,
websites, source notes, and an index, plus a timeline and essential facts. Aligned to
Common Core Standards and correlated to state standards. Essential Library is an imprint
of Abdo Publishing, a division of ABDO.
Voices of D-Day
The Story of the Allied Invasion Told by Those Who Were There
D-Day Invasion of Normandy
Spearhead of Invasion
The Battle for Normandy
Overlord
Normandy '44
A fast-paced account by a soldier who was twice decorated. Charlie Martin, company sergeant-major in the Queen’s Own,
was with his beloved A Company in all of the significant Normandy actions.
Presents a young reader's adaptation of "The Guns at Last Light," tracing the Battle of Normandy and the Allied liberation of
Western Europe through the end of World War II.
Over the past sixty-five years, the Allied invasion of Northwestern France in June 1944, known as D-Day, has come to stand
as something more than a major battle. The assault itself formed a vital component of Allied victory in the Second World War.
D-Day developed into a sign and symbol; as a word it carries with it a series of ideas and associations that have come to
symbolize different things to different people and nations. As such, the commemorative activities linked to the battle offer a
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window for viewing the various belligerents in their postwar years. This book examines the commonalities and differences in
national collective memories of D-Day. Chapters cover the main forces on the day of battle, including the United States, Great
Britain, Canada, France and Germany. In addition, a chapter on Russian memory of the invasion explores other views of the
battle. The overall thrust of the book shows that memories of the past vary over time, link to present-day needs, and also still
have a clear national and cultural specificity. These memories arise in a multitude of locations such as film, books,
monuments, anniversary celebrations, and news media representations.
In 1983 the Eisenhower Center at the University of New Orleans began a project to record the recollections of as many
people as possible -- civilians as well as soldiers -- who were involved in one of the most pivotal events of the century.
Skillfully edited by Ronald J. Drez and first published on the fifty-year anniversary of D-Day, the award-winning Voices of DDay tells the story of that momentous operation almost entirely through the words of the people who were there.
Eyewitness accounts from the Battles of Normandy
The D-Day Invasions and the Liberation of France
The Americans on D-Day & in Normandy
The Day of Battle
Battle for Saipan
The D-Day Encyclopedia
D-Day in History and Memory
Normandy depicts the planning and execution of Operation Overlord in 96 full-color pages. The
initial paratrooper assault is shown, as well as the storming of the five D-Day beaches: Utah,
Omaha, Gold, Juno, and Sword. But the story does not end there. Once the Allies got ashore,
they had to stay ashore. The Germans made every effort to push them back into the sea. This
book depicts the such key events in the Allied liberation of Europe as: 1. Construction of the
Mulberry Harbors, two giant artificial harbors built in England and floated across the English
Channel so that troops, vehicles, and supplies could be offloaded across the invasion
beaches.2. The Capture of Cherbourg, the nearest French port, against a labyrinth of Gennan
pillboxes.3. The American fight through the heavy bocage (hedgerow country) to take the vital
town of Saint-Lô.4. The British-Canadian struggle for the city of Caen against the “Hitler
Youth Division,” made up of 23,000 seventeen- and eighteen-year-old Nazi fanatics.5. The
breakout of General Patton’s Third Army and the desperate US 30th Division’s defense of
Mortaine.6. The Falaise Pocket, known as the “Killing Ground, ” where the remnants of two
German armies were trapped and bombed and shelled into submission. The slaughter was so great
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that 5,000 Germans were buried in one mass grave. 7. The Liberation of Paris, led by the 2nd
Free French Armored Division, which had been fighting for four long years with this goal in
mind.
NATIONAL BESTSELLER • Alex Kershaw, author of The Longest Winter and The Liberator, returns
with an utterly immersive, adrenaline-driven account of D-Day combat. “Meet the assaulters:
pathfinders plunging from the black, coxswains plowing the whitecaps, bareknuckle Rangers
scaling sheer rock . . . Fast-paced and up close, this is history’s greatest story
reinvigorated as only Alex Kershaw can.”—Adam Makos, New York Times bestselling author of
Spearhead and A Higher Call Beginning in the predawn darkness of June 6, 1944, The First Wave
follows the remarkable men who carried out D-Day’s most perilous missions. The charismatic,
unforgettable cast includes the first American paratrooper to touch down on Normandy soil; the
glider pilot who braved antiaircraft fire to crash-land mere yards from the vital Pegasus
Bridge; the brothers who led their troops onto Juno Beach under withering fire; as well as a
French commando, returning to his native land, who fought to destroy German strongholds on
Sword Beach and beyond. Readers will experience the sheer grit of the Rangers who scaled Pointe
du Hoc and the astonishing courage of the airborne soldiers who captured the Merville Gun
Battery in the face of devastating enemy counterattacks. The first to fight when the stakes
were highest and the odds longest, these men would determine the fate of the invasion of
Hitler’s fortress Europe—and the very history of the twentieth century. The result is an epic
of close combat and extraordinary heroism. It is the capstone Alex Kershaw’s remarkable career,
built on his close friendships with D-Day survivors and his intimate understanding of the
Normandy battlefield. For the seventy-fifth anniversary, here is a fresh take on World War II's
longest day. Praise for The First Wave: “Masterful... readers will feel the sting of the cold
surf, smell the acrid cordite that hung in the air, and duck the zing of machine-gun bullets
whizzing overhead. The First Wave is an absolute triumph.”—James M. Scott, bestselling author
of Target Tokyo “These pages ooze with the unforgettable human drama of history's most
consequential invasion.”—John C. McManus, author of The Dead and Those About to Die
The extraordinary and compelling story of the 6th of June, 1944, Operation Overlord and the
Battle for Normandy is told here through first-hand testimonies from civilians and soldiers on
both sides. It features classic accounts by soldiers such as Rommel and Bradley, together with
frontline reports by some of the world?s finest authors and war correspondents, including
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Ernest Hemingway and Alan Melville. Highlights of this unique collection include the break-out
from Omaha beach as told by the GI who led it, a French housewife?s story of what it was like
to wake up to the invasion, German soldiers? accounts of finding themselves facing the biggest
seaborne invasion in history, a view from the command post by a member of Eisenhower?s staff,
combat reports, diaries and letters of British veterans of all forces and services, and
accounts of the follow-up battle for Normandy, one of the bloodiest struggles of the war. The
Allied armada involved over 5,000 craft, which had by the end of `the longest day? succeeded in
landing 156,000 men, and in breaching Hitler?s much vaunted defensive wall. Dramatic and
historic though the events of D-Day were, they were but the opening shots of a much larger and
equally remarkable battle ? the battle for Normandy. It took the Allies ten weeks of bloody
fighting to get out of Normandy, during which the infantry casualty rate rivalled that of the
Western Front in the First World War. This book is the story of that fateful day, the
preparations which led up to it, and the ten weeks of fighting in Normandy which followed it,
told by the men and women who were there, who witnessed it at first hand. It is compiled from
interviews with scores of veterans, from diaries, memoirs and letters. Occasionally, exact
chronology has been sacrificed in the interests of communicating better the experience of
Normandy, for above all this is a book about how the invasion looked and felt to those who were
there. It is often brutally honest, far removed from the comfortable romantic version of D-Day
and the battle for Normandy. (For example, there are accounts here of crimes committed against
German POWs by Allied soldiers.)
In this adventure, Ranger heads to Normandy on the morning of the D-Day invasion and finds
himself in the middle of one of the fiercest battles of World War II. Ranger meets Leo, a
Jewish boy who is hiding with a local farmer, and Walt, a young African-American soldier
fighting to free France from the Nazis. Walt is in the 320th Balloon Battalion, so it's his job
to help operate the enormous barrage balloons that fly over the American troops, shielding them
from enemy planes. It's pure chaos, with thundering warplanes, falling bombs, and exploding
land mines. Will Ranger, Leo, and Walt survive?
Sand and Steel
The Story of the Allied Invasion
A Photographic History of the Normandy Invasion
From D-Day and Normandy to the Zuider Zee and VE
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D-Day: Battle on the Beach (Ranger #7)
The Bedford Boys
D-Day: The World War II Invasion That Changed History
The Normandy Landings that took place on D-Day involved by far the largest invasion fleet ever
known. The scale of the undertaking was simply awesome. What followed them was some of the most
cunning and ferocious fighting of the war, at times as savage as anything seen on the Eastern Front.
As casualties mounted, so too did the tensions between the principal commanders on both sides.
Meanwhile, French civilians caught in the middle of these battlefields or under Allied bombing
endured terrible suffering. Even the joys of Liberation had their darker side. The war in northern
France marked not just a generation but the whole of the post-war world, profoundly influencing
relations between America and Europe. Making use of overlooked and new material from over thirty
archives in half a dozen countries, D-Day is the most vivid and well-researched account yet of the
battle of Normandy. As with Stalingrad and Berlin, Antony Beevor's gripping narrative conveys the
true experience of war.
An authentic account of one of the most pivotal battles of World War Two. The World War Two
invasion known as D-Day was one of the largest military endeavours in history. It involved years of
planning, total secrecy and not only soldiers but also sailors, paratroopers and many specialists.
Acclaimed author Deborah Hopkinson weaves together the contributions of key players in D-Day in a
masterful tapestry of official documents, personal narratives and archival photos to provide an
action-packed and authentic account.
In graphic novel format, describes the events that happened when the Allies retook Normandy on July
5, 1994, thus turning the tide in World War Two.
437 articles about the D-Day invasion of Europe during World War II, arranged in alphabetical order
with information on infantry divisions, battles, generals, and more.
D-Day General
A Traveller's Guide to D-Day and the Battle for Normandy
The Invasion of Normandy, 1944
D-Day
The Americans on D-Day
The Normandy Landings in International Remembrance and Commemoration
The Liberation of Europe Begins
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Experience the all-important Normandy invasion through some of D-Day’s most incredible photographs. Although it took a
multinational coalition to conduct World War II’s amphibious D-Day landings, the U.S. military made a major contribution to
the operation that created mighty American legends and unforgettable heroes. In The Americans on D-Day: A Photographic
History of the Normandy Invasion, WWI historian Martin K. A. Morgan presents 450 of the most compelling and dramatic
photographs captured in northern France during the first day and week of its liberation. With eight chapters of place-setting
author introductions, riveting period imagery, and highly detailed explanatory captions, Morgan offers anyone interested in
D-Day a fresh look at a campaign that was fought seven decades ago and yet remains the object of unwavering interest to
this day. While some of these images are familiar, they have been treated anonymously for far too long and haven’t been
placed within the proper context of time or place. Many others have never been published before. Together, these
photographs reveal minute details about weapons, uniforms, and equipment, while simultaneously narrating an intimate
human story of triumph, tragedy, and sacrifice. From Omaha Beach to Utah, from Sainte-Mère-Église to Pointe du Hoc, The
Americans on D-Day is a striking visual record of the epic air, sea, and land battle that was the Normandy invasion.
The landing of Allied forces on the shores of Normandy on 6 June 1944 was the greatest amphibious invasion in history.
Technology and innovation played crucial parts in the D-Day drama – from tank-carrying gliders, swimming tanks and the
Mulberry harbors, to radio and radar aids that ensured landing craft arrived on the right beaches and combat aircraft
overhead were controlled. D-Day Operations Manual describes the development, construction and use of a wide range of
innovative machines, structures and systems, explaining their uses on D-Day and after, and revealing how they contributed
to the success of 'Overlord.'
The hardcover reference titles in the Day by Day series examine the evolution of conflicts and wars in a chronological
timeline, from the first skirmish to the last battle--and everything in between. These books are a historical companion to
each major war in the nineteenth and twentieth century. The fate of soldiers, battalions, armies, can change in the blink of
an eye--with this comprehensive book readers can follow the conflicting sides in their strategy, weaponry, and policies. "DDay: Day by Day" is a chronological approach to the operation, allowing the reader to see at a glance the preparations
made for the invasion of Normandy, as well as the key actions on the beaches and further inland. While the major actions
dominate the text, eyewitness accounts and other stories are used to highlight actions of individual bravery and courage
that, although they may not have been defining moments in the invasion, were an integral part of the overall effort, and
provide an excellent guide to the human sacrifices made in order to achieve final victory. In addition to the blow-by-blow
account of the action during these crucial days, the book features boxes on all the key personalities involved, including
Eisenhower and Montgomery. There are also descriptions of the decisive weapons used by both the Allies and the Germans,
and the key actions that were pivotal in the early days of the invasion.
Ranger, the time-traveling golden retriever with search-and-rescue training, travels to New York City on the morning of the
9/11 attacks. COURAGE IN THE FACE OF DANGER! Ranger has never needed his search-and-rescue training more than when
he arrives at the World Trade Center on September 11, 2001. There he meets Risha Scott and her friend Max who have
come to work with Risha's mother for a school project. But when the unthinkable happens and the building is evacuated,
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Risha is separated from her mom. Can Ranger lead Risha to safety and help reunite her family?
Warriors for the Working Day. (Reprinted.).
1944 Pacific D-Day in the Mariana Islands
Escape from the Twin Towers (Ranger in Time #11)
D-Day and the Battle for France
How Dutch Cota Saved Omaha Beach on June 6, 1944
Storming Fortress Europe
D-Day and the Battle of Normandy

"Sand and Steel gives us D-Day, arguably the greatest and most consequential military operation of modern times, beginning
with the years of painstaking and costly preparation, through to the pitched battles fought along France's northern coast, from
Omaha Beach to the Falaise and the push east to Strasbourg. In addition to covering the build-up to the invasion, including the
elaborate and lavish campaigns to deceive Germans as to where and when the invasion would take place, Peter Caddick-Adams
gives a full and detailed account of the German preparations, but the heart of the book is Caddick-Adams' narratives of the five
beaches where the terrible drama played out--Utah, Omaha, Gold, Juno, and Sword, and the attempt by American, British, and
Canadian soldiers to gain a foothold in Europe"-This installment in the New York Times bestselling I Survived series from Lauren Tarshis shines a spotlight on the Normandy
landings, just in time for the 75th anniversary of D-Day!
The famous D-Day landings of 6 June 1944 marked the beginning of Operation Overlord, the battle for the liberation of Europe.
Military historian Sir Max Hastings’ acclaimed account overturns many traditional legends in this memorable study. Drawing
together the eyewitness accounts of survivors from both sides, plus a wealth of previously untapped sources and documents,
Overlord provides a brilliant, controversial perspective on the devastating battle for Normandy.
Omaha was the make-or-break Allied beach on D-Day—in (perhaps) the make-or-break campaign of World War II. If American
soldiers couldn’t gain a foothold there, then D-Day was unlikely to succeed. On June 6, 1944, U.S. troops on Omaha suffered the
worst casualties of any of the five Allied invasion beaches—so many casualties, and so much tactical difficulty, that Omaha almost
didn’t succeed. One big reason why Americans gained a foothold on Omaha was Gen. Norman “Dutch” Cota. A graduate of the
West Point class of 1917 (alongside famous classmates Matthew Ridgway, Mark Clark, and Lightning Joe Collins), Norm Cota
played football with Dwight Eisenhower, who graduated two years earlier. From March 1941 to February 1943, Cota served with
the famous 1st Infantry Division, the Big Red One, as division intelligence officer, plans/training officer, and finally chief of staff.
He performed so well in the North Africa campaign that he was sent to England to help plan D-Day. After laying the tactical
groundwork for the amphibious landings, Cota was made assistant division commander of the 29th Infantry Division. On the eve
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of D-Day, he told his men, “You’re going to find confusion. The landing craft aren’t going in on schedule, and people are going
to be landed in the wrong place. Some won’t be landed at all. . . . We must improvise, carry on, not lose our heads.” On June 6,
1944, under heavy fire, Cota landed with the second wave of the 29th Infantry Division on Omaha Beach, about an hour after the
start of the invasion. He personally rallied the survivors of the landings and led the opening of one of the first exits off Omaha.
Cota seemed to be everywhere that day. Coming upon a group of Rangers, the general told them, “Rangers, lead the way” (hence
the Rangers’ motto). He is also known for saying, “Gentlemen, we are being killed on the beaches. Let us go inland and be
killed.” And, to a captain uncertain how to proceed: “I’ll tell you what, captain.You and your men start shooting at them. I’ll
take a squad of men, and you and your men watch carefully. I’ll show you how to take a house with Germans in it.” Having
demonstrated the task, Cota asked the officer, “Do you understand? Do you know how to do it now? . . . I won’t be around to do it
for you again. I can’t do it for everybody.” Great quips—which American military history will always remember and which show
the character, in every sense, of Dutch Cota. Cota was a fighter—a fighting general, a D-Day general—and his contribution to DDay will remain his rallying of demoralized troops and his blazing the trail toward the breakout and victory on Omaha. Ted
Roosevelt Jr., who landed at Utah Beach, has always received credit as the D-Day general (like Cota, Roosevelt also demanded
that he land on D-Day—and then died of a heart attack a month later), but Cota is the hero-general of the day, having landed early
on D-Day on bloody Omaha. Portrayed by Robert Mitchum in the grand D-Day film The Longest Day, Cota has not yet received
his due—and there’s a campaign now afoot to award him a belated Medal of Honor. His story cries out to be told. Now, with the
cooperation of the Cota family, Noel F. Mehlo Jr. tells the compelling story Dutch Cota on Omaha Beach, revealing new
information and never-before-seen photos.
Tracking Tortoises
Battle Diary
A Captivating Guide to the Battle for Normandy
The D-Day Warriors Who Led the Way to Victory in World War II
D-Day Day by Day
Voices from D-Day
One American Town's Ultimate D-day Sacrifice
A history of World War II’s Operation Overlord, from the campaign’s planning to its execution, as Allied forces battled to take France
back from Germany. D-Day, June 6, 1944, and the seventy-six days of bitter fighting in Normandy that followed the Allied landing, have
become the defining episode of World War II in the west—the object of books, films, television series, and documentaries. Yet as familiar as
it is, as James Holland makes clear in his definitive history, many parts of the Overlord campaign, as it was known, are still shrouded in
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myth and assumed knowledge. Drawing freshly on widespread archives and on the testimonies of eye-witnesses, Holland relates the
extraordinary planning that made Allied victory in France possible; indeed, the story of how hundreds of thousands of men, and mountains
of materiel, were transported across the English Channel, is as dramatic a human achievement as any battlefield exploit. The brutal
landings on the five beaches and subsequent battles across the plains and through the lanes and hedgerows of Normandy—a campaign that,
in terms of daily casualties, was worse than any in World War I—come vividly to life in conferences where the strategic decisions of
Eisenhower, Rommel, Montgomery, and other commanders were made, and through the memories of paratrooper Lieutenant Dick Winters
of Easy Company, British corporal and tanker Reg Spittles, Thunderbolt pilot Archie Maltbie, German ordnance officer Hans Heinze,
French resistance leader Robert Leblanc, and many others. For both sides, the challenges were enormous. The Allies confronted a
disciplined German army stretched to its limit, which nonetheless caused tactics to be adjusted on the fly. Ultimately ingenuity,
determination, and immense materiel strength—delivered with operational brilliance—made the difference. A stirring narrative by a preeminent historian, Normandy ‘44 offers important new perspective on one of history’s most dramatic military engagements and is an
invaluable addition to the literature of war. Praise for Normandy ‘44 An Amazon Best Book of the Month (History) An Amazon Best
History Book of the Year “Detail and scope are the twin strengths of Normandy ’44. . . . Mr. Holland effectively balances human drama
with the science of war as the Allies knew it.” —Jonathan W. Jordan, Wall Street Journal “A superb account of the invasions that deserves
immense praise. . . . To convey the human drama of Normandy requires great knowledge and sensitivity. Holland has both in spades.”
—Times (UK)
The story behind D-Day begins in 1939 when Nazi Germany, led by Adolf Hitler, attacked Poland and ignited World War Two. The
following year, the Germans occupied France and Western Europe and launched a vicious air war against Britain. In 1941, they invaded
the Soviet Union. Seemingly unstoppable, the Nazis now held virtually all of Europe. They imposed a ruthless system of control and
unleashed the horror of the Holocaust. However, by 1943, the tide had begun to turn in favor of the Allies, the forces opposed to Germany.
In the east, despite huge losses, the Soviets began to force the Germans back.
The second volume in a trilogy chronicling the liberation of Europe during World War II focuses on the Allied campaigns in Sicily and
Italy, detailing the bloody battles at Salerno, Anzio, Monte Cassino, and more under the command of controversial Lt. General Mark Clark,
as well as the June 1944 liberation of Rome. By the Pulitzer Prize-winning author of An Army at Dawn. Reprint. 150,000 first printing.
6 June, 1944: a vast armada stands off the coast of Normandy; in the pre-dawn gloom gliders carrying British airborne troops approach
their target. The first shots are about to be fired in 'the Great Crusade' to free Europe from Nazi occupation and thousands of troops will
fight their way ashore in the teeth of deadly machine-gun and artillery fire from the German defenders. D-Day is about to begin. The
Normandy landings are brought alive in this electrifying graphic novel that tells the story of that Longest Day through the eyes of the men
who were there. Discover an epic struggle as the Allies sought to overwhelm the German defenders by land, sea and air, who in turn battled
desperately to drive the invasion back into the sea. Covering the full range of events from the earliest airborne assault through the struggle
on the beaches and the desperate effort to establish a bridgehead inland, D-Day blends an authentic historical narrative with master
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illustration to reveal the full story of the day that changed the course of World War II.
Rare Photographs From Wartime Archives
D-Day and the Battle for Normandy 1944
Disaster on the Titanic (Ranger in Time #9)
D-Day Operations Manual
A Graphic History of D-Day, The Allied Invasion of Hitler's Fortress Europe
June 6, 1944: The Climactic Battle of World War II
D-Day and the Epic 77-Day Battle for France

Explore how D Day Started, the Aftermath and the Events in Between! D-Day, the Allied
invasion of German-held Normandy, was one of the most extraordinary achievements not only
of the Second World War but in the whole of military history. Millions of Allied
personnel were involved in launching the greatest sea-borne invasion ever undertaken.
Incredible acts of cunning and of courage ensured success in an operation that changed
the face of the war, opening a vast new front. It led to the liberation of France and the
defeat of Nazi Germany. Why was this extraordinary operation launched? How was it done?
And what happened in the aftermath? Download this book now to find out! Some of the
questions and topics covered in this book include: Why D-Day? Preparation Deception The
Commanders The Men and Equipment The German Defenses The Paratrooper Landings The
Resistance Advance Breakout And a Great Deal More that You Don't Want to Miss out on! Get
the book now and learn more about D Day!
Describes the background, events, and consequences of the Allied landing in Normandy,
France on June 6, 1944.
D Day
Part Played by New Zealanders & an Auckland Perspective
What Was D-Day?
The Mission to Save a Galápagos Giant
The War in Sicily and Italy, 1943-1944
The First Wave
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